**POODLES (STANDARD)**

**JUDGE: Mrs. Fatima Weaver**

**POODLES (STANDARD). Puppy, 4 & Under 6 Months Bitches.**

18 **BELCHAK'S ODE TO MAGIC CASTLE.** PR 20364605. 10-30-17
   By Sisco's Soldier Boy At Belchak - Belchaks Isabella De Grenier.
   Owner: Grace M Durkin & Bonnie Belchak, East Nassau, NY 12062.
   Breeder: Bonnie Matuszek.

20 **PARKVIEW FIRST AMERICAN IDOL.** PR 20474411. 12-01-17
   By GCH Afterglow Alberto - GCHS Dulcinea Creole Voodoo Queen.
   Owner: Margaret Provost, Natchez, MS 391209210. Breeder: Margaret Provost.

21 **PARKVIEW RAISE A GLASS TO FREEDOM.** PR 20474412. 12-01-17
   By GCH Afterglow Alberto - GCHS Dulcinea Creole Voodoo Queen.
   Owner: Margaret Provost, Natchez, MS 391209210. Breeder: Margaret B Provost.

**BPBOBV 22 EL YOC POLLY.** RD0533317. 12-05-17
   By Afterglow Maverick Sabre - Del Zarzoso Nunca Me Olvides.
   (Konstandinos Pavlopolous, Agent).

23 **CHARIS THE HUSTLE.** PR 20693801. 11-27-17
   Owner: Dyveke & Anja McCubbin, Fuquay Varina, NC 275266002.
   Breeder: Dyveke & Anja McCubbin.

24 **STARLIT DONNCHADA PICTURE PERFECT.** PR 20470201. 11-22-17
   By Ch Donnchada Bremont Byrequest - Ch Starlit Donnchada Practically Perfect.
   Owner: Dianna Jarvis & Melissa Whitmore & Elizabeth Brown, Duncan, OK 73537813.
   Breeder: Elizabeth A Brown & Melissa Whitmore.

25 **STARLIT VENGEANCE IS MINE.** PR 20470204. 11-22-17
   By Ch Donnchada Bremont Byrequest - Ch Starlit Donnchada Practically Perfect.
   Owner: Angela Kumspe & Natalie Williams, Sheridan, AR 721508087.
   Breeder: Melissa Whitmore & Elizabeth Brown.

26 **PARKVIEW RUBY GRACE.** PR 20474410. 12-01-17
   By GCH Afterglow Alberto - GCHS Dulcinea Creole Voodoo Queen.
   Owner: Margaret Provost, Natchez, MS 391209210. Breeder: Margaret Provost.

**BPOSBV 27 KARESQUE ARRIVAL.** PR 20454903. 12-07-17
   By Ch Afterglow Unique Physique OA NAJ NF - Ch Karesque's Firefly TKN.
   Owner: Karen P Frisque, Eagle River, WI 545219509.
   Breeder: Karen P Frisque.

28 **V'BRANTZ BOOTY SHAKER.** PR 20438203. 12-06-17
   By GCH Bar-None Boots On The Ground - Ch Bar None Steppin' Out In Style At V'Brantz
   CD BN RE CA CGC.
   Owner: Debra Fiebranz, Tewksbury, MA 018762402.
   Breeder: Debra Fiebranz.

Want to see your dog here?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Pets allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A  | 29 | **BELCHAKS PRETTY BOY FLOYD**, PR 20364604. 10-30-17  
By Siscos Soldier Boy For Belchak - Belchaks Isabella De Grenier.  
| A  | 30 | **FARLEYSD MAGIKAL NEVERENDING STORY**, PR 20450403. 12-01-17  
By GCH Farleys D True Colors - GCH Farley's D BB Perfection By Design.  
| A  | 32 | **CHARIS IT'S NOT ME IT'S YOU**, PR 20693802. 11-27-17  

These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the [Star Dogs](https://www.akc.org/canine-health-foundation) for the [AKC Canine Health Foundation](https://www.akc.org/canine-health-foundation).

---
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